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Abstract 
Big Data is a frequent generation and updating of large volume of data around the clock across the globe by the users. Handling 
large volume of data  in a real time environment is a challenging task. Distributed File System is one  of the strategy to handle 
large volume of data in the real time. Distributed file system  is a collection of independent computers that appear to the users of 
the system as a single coherent system.  In Distributed file system common files can be shared between the nodes, the drawbacks 
are scalability, replication, availability and very expensive to buy a hardware server. To overcome this issue Hadoop Distributed 
File System came into existence. Hadoop distributed file system to run  on cluster of commodity hardware  like personal 
computer and laptop. HDFS provides the scalable, fault-tolerance, cost-efficient storage for Bigdata. Hadoop Distributed File 
System support data duplication to achieve high data reliability. However additional utilization of storage space is required due to 
duplication strategy. HDFS Storage space can be managed efficiently by implementing De-duplication techniques. The objective 
of the research is to eliminate file duplication  by implementing De-duplication strategy. A novel and efficient De-duplication 
system using HDFS approach is introduced in this research work. To implement De-duplication strategy, hash values are 
computed for files using MD5 and SHA1 algorithms .The generated hash value for a file is checked with the existing file to 
identify the presence of duplication. If duplication exists, the system will not allow the user to upload the duplicate copy to the 
HDFS. Hence  memory utilization is handled efficiently in HDFS. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Day by day the usage of internet get increases due to advent of new technology and various online application, 
technological advancement, social network, online marketing, IT environment growth data shared through the 
network become increases. This will lead to tremendous volume of data transaction over the network as well as 
offline mode that why Bigdata came into existence 1. 
 
1.1.     Bigdata 
 
    Big data is a technology that handles data that exceeds the processing capacity of the conventional database 
systems. Very large data  moves rapidly does not fit into the structures of traditional database architectures8. Big 
data is used to handle a tremendous amount of data such like structured data, unstructured data and semi-structured 
data.              
x Structured data : Relational data like .DB,.CSV. 
x Semi Structured data : .XML ,.JSON 
x Unstructured data : .Word, .PDF 
 
1.2.      A Brief History of Hadoop 
 
     Hadoop is used for running big data applications. Hadoop is an open-source software framework written in Java 
for distributed processing of very large data sets on computer clusters built from commodity hardware, like personal 
computer and laptop, it has managed under Apache software foundation developed by Doug cutting and Mike 
Cafaraella in 2005. 
The Hadoop  Performs two operations   
 Hadoop distributed file system(HDFS) for storing large datasets in the hadoop echo 
system. 
 Processing large set of data using Mapreduce concepts. 
 Here the research topic focuses on HDFS(Hadoop Distributed file system) .When files are uploaded in the Hadoop 
system having same content but  different file name mean How does the HDFS able to identify the file duplication 
and how does the HDFS system maintain and manipulate the file duplication irrespective of different file format. 
This research work concentrates on the elimination of duplication or replication of file in the Hadoop system using 
De-duplication strategy11.  
 
2 Design of HDFS 
 
    HDFS is a file system designed for storing very large files, files may be gigabyte to terabytes in size. today 
Hadoop cluster run on petabytes of data , along with streaming data access patterns that is write once and run 
anywhere, running on clusters of commodity hardware Hadoop does not require expensive and high reliable 
hardware to run on2. 
 
2.1.     HADOOP Operation 
 
    HADOOP provides five kinds of services HADOOP services are Name node (Master node), Secondary name 
node (Master node), Data node (Slave node), Job trackers (Master node) and Task tracker (Slave node)9. 
I) Name node 
 The name node acts as master server. To manage the file system namespace, name node will executes file system 
operation such as renaming, closing, opening files and opening directory, Name node contains all the information of 
data nodes and information will be maintained as a tree structure format. 
II) Data nodes 
 The data node act as slave server. To perform read and write operations on the file system for client requests. And, 
also Data nodes will perform some operations such as block creation, deletion, and replication based on name node 
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instructions. 
III) Job tracker 
 Job tracker will schedule jobs and track the assigned jobs to task tracker 
IV) Task tracker 
 Task tracker will track the task and report status to job tracker. 
V) Secondary Namenode 
Secondary Namenode performs some internal housekeeping for the namenode. Despite its name, the secondary 
namenode is not a backup for the namenode  and performs a completely different function. Secondary Namenode 
whole purpose is to have a checkpoint in HDFS. It is just a helper node for namenode. 
 
2.2. Hadoop Architecture 
 
      HDFS architecture is similar as master-slave architecture. HDFS architecture contains name node and the data 
node, which may installed on same cluster or a different cluster. Name node to be a single cluster node  (node 
contains one machine) and data nodes which have a hundred machines that are (data will be maintaining multiple 
machines) connected10.  
I) Safe mode 
 Name node periodically receives a Heartbeat of data nodes and a Block report from each of the Data nodes in the 
cluster. So receiving the Heartbeat tells that the Data nodes are properly worked or alive. Each Block report contains 
a list of all blocks on a Data node operation. Suppose if the name node fails, HADOOP will utilize the meta data 
replication to continue the operation assigned.  
II) HDFS Client 
 Client can access the files using the HDFS Client requests to manipulate file requests such as read, write, delete and 
create files & namespace  
III) Block allocation 
User data are divided into various segments and each segments are divided into number of blocks. Each blocks of 
this segments are stored in various nodes.  The default block size is 64MB-128MB. Normally Hadoop block size is 
64MB, but it can be enhanced based on the need of HDFS configuration . 
IV) Data replication 
 Hadoop has three replications, one at local rack and another two at remote rack to assure data reliability and 
availability. The Fig. 1,  shows how blocks are replicated with different data nodes. 
 
Fig. 1. Hadoop Architecture. 
 
3  Journey of   Data De-duplication mechanism 
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        The Data De-duplication technology is widely used in business file server, Database, RAID, Backup devices, 
but there is no footprint in Hadoop. Hadoop is widely used in the kinds of distributed computing and massive data 
storage. HDFS did not apply any common Data De-duplication technology12. 
           The huge amount of data is consistent to grow rapidly in today’s world ,Data de-duplication is a specific 
form of compression where redundant data is eliminated, i.e.(eliminates the extra copies of data) typically to 
improve storage utilization4. In the de-duplication process, duplicate data is deleted, leaving only one copy of the 
data to be stored. Elimination of redundant sub files also known as chunks, blocks, or extents. However, indexing of 
all data is still retained should that data ever be required. De-duplication is able to reduce the required storage 
capacity since only the unique data is stored. De-duplication take place on 
File level De-duplication 
              Block level De-duplication 
 
 3.1.     File level De-duplication 
 
         It eliminates duplicate copies of the same file. This is also called as Single instance storage (SIS). File-level 
de-duplication performs to identify the multiple copies of the same file, that stores as first copy, and then just links 
the other references to the first file6. Only one copy gets stored on the disk/tape archive3. 
 
3.2.    Block level De-duplication 
 
     It eliminating duplicated blocks of data that happen in non-identical files. Block level De-duplication frees up 
more space than SIS, This is also called as Variable length De-duplication. In this research work focuses on File 
level De-duplication7. 
 
3.3.    Data Replication in the Hadoop System 
  
      Data Replication is the process of copying (duplicating)  data in more than one site or node that make up a 
Hadoop distributed file  system. This is necessary for improving the availability of data in the Hadoop system. 
Normally Hadoop has 3 replication factor5. The replication factor might increase based on the Hadoop 
configuration setup. Due to Replication file occupies the extra storage space is utilized in the Hadoop System. 
4    Proposed System 
 
    De-duplication is a technology where it compresses the data and saves enormous amount of space. Data de-
duplication is a method of reducing storage needs by eliminating redundant data. Only one unique instance of the 
data is actually retained on storage media, such as disk or tape. Redundant data is replaced with a pointer to the 
unique data copy. 
 
4.1.   File Storage in the Hadoop System 
 
     In the system there are three main steps to store a file. First, make a file hash value at the client side. Second, 
identify any duplication of file available in the Hadoop system or not. Third, store the file in the datanode by using 
De-du strategy. In second level, HDFS keeps all the file hash values. It will compare the new hash value with 
existing values. If does not exist, a new hash value will be stored in the HDFS, and then will ask to upload the file 
in the Hadoop system. 
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4.2.    Proposed system architecture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. De-duplication Hadoop Architecture. 
 
In Fig. 2, the De-duplication strategy is implemented to avoid the duplicate data by using MD5 and SHA-1 
algorithm. In top of the HDFS beside that the De-duplication mechanism is implemented. By using this De-
duplication  strategy the Hadoop system ensure that the data integrity and efficient utilization of storage space. 
4.3.   Techniques Used For Proposed System 
4.3.1.  Hash based De-duplication 
       Hash based De-duplication method use a Hashing  algorithm to identify  “chucks ” of data. Commonly used 
algorithm are  Secure Hash Algorithm(SHA-1) and Message Digest(MD5).When file  is processed by a hashing 
algorithm , a hash is created  that represent the data. A hash is a bit string (128 bit for MD5 and 160bit for SHA-1) 
that represent the file processed. If you processed the same data through the hashing algorithm multiple times, the 
same hash value is created each time.MD5 and SHA-1 hash functions to calculate the file's hash value and then pass 
the value to HDFS(Hadoop Distributed File System).  Compare the new hash value with the existing values. If it 
exists earlier in  the  HDFS  system, HDFS system says, the content of the file is already available in the Hadoop 
system No need to upload the file and  it also check the number of links. If the hash value did not exist earlier, 
HDFS will ask the client to upload the file and update the logical path of that file. 
5   Experimental   setup 
     The following experimental setup is made to implement the De-duplication system in a Hadoop single node 
cluster.It is installed in ubuntu14.04 version, which  uses  Hadoop 1.2.1 version. Hadoop configuration is 
written in Java 1.7.0_65 version. De-duplication strategy using MD5 and SHA-1 hash functions to calculate the 
file's hash values .To implement De-duplication techniques various  file types and different size of files are  
used in De-du experiment. File format used in this experiments There are structured, unstructured and semi-
structure files took from OPEN DATA13website. Various size of files like 10MB,15MB, 25MB,40MB,1GB are 
used in De-du experiment. 
 
5.1.   Results  
Structured file format like csv, db is considered for De-du experiment. This results are projected in the table 1 
Table 1.Represents the  time taken for MD5 and SHA-1 algorithms. 
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FILE 
TYPE 
 
SIZE OF FILE 
 
MD5 
Time taken 
(ms) 
SHA-1 
Time taken 
(ms) 
  .CSV 377BYTES 847 902 
  .CSV 1KB 912 800 
  .CSV 2.5KB 861 896 
  .CSV 4KB 1145 966 
  .CSV 124.2KB 877 881 
  .CSV 3.4MB 1049 1118 
  .CSV 31.3MB 1049 1072 
  .CSV 52.5MB 1173 1360 
.DB 10.5MB 1150 933 
.DB 1GB 3948 7173 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.Time complexity graph for structured file format 
 
 
Semi-structured  file format like xml, json is considered for De-du experiment.  this results are projected in the 
table2 
 
Table 2. Represents the  time taken for MD5 and SHA-1 algorithms. 
 
FILE 
TYPE 
SIZE OF FILE 
 
MD5 
Time taken 
(ms) 
SHA-1 
Time taken 
(ms) 
.XML 1.9KB 856 787 
  .XML 23KB 844 854 
  .XML 1.6MB 980 966 
  .XML 38.4MB 1359 1249 
  .XML 867MB 4219 6754 
  .JSON 4MB 987 949 
  .JSON 1MB 893 870 
  .JSON 9.8MB 1180 897 
.JSON 70MB 1340 1108 
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Fig. 4.Time complexity graph for semi-structured file format. 
 
 
Unstructured file format like pdf, document  are considered for De-du  experiment. This results are projected in 
the table 3 
 
Table 3. Represents the  time taken for MD5 and SHA-1 algorithms 
 
FILE 
TYPE 
 
SIZE OF FILE 
 
MD5 
Time taken 
(ms) 
SHA-1 
Time taken 
(ms) 
.PDF 12.4KB 743 738 
  .PDF 18.2KB 765 761 
  .PDF 1MB 802 763 
  .DOC 13.6MB 879 843 
  .DOC 38.6MB   1318 1213 
  .DOC      60MB        1450          1087 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.Time complexity graph for Unstructured file format 
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5.2.   Discussion 
 
    The De-du strategy is implemented with respect to MD5 and SHA-1 algorithm to generate hash values of various 
files format and different size. The experimental results projects the following comparison. The time complexity of a 
structured and semi structure file format when using MD5 algorithm is low, when compare to that of SHA-1 
algorithm. while using unstructured  files the time complexity of MD5 algorithm is high compare to that of  SHA1 
algorithm. Hence, experimental results shows that MD5 algorithm works efficiently over SHA-1 algorithm. 
  
6    Conclusion 
 
     Big data is the one of the emerging technology in today trends. Hadoop tool is used for running big data 
application. However ,the arrival of Hadoop some difficult issues are considered. One of the issue is File duplication 
in the Hadoop System. File De-duplication is a useful techniques for eliminating duplicate copies of file in the 
Hadoop system. The proposed research focuses on identification of file duplication by implementing De-duplication 
strategy. The experimental result shows that, MD5 algorithm works efficiently when compare to SHA1 algorithm. 
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